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Tuesday 29 October 2013





Terrain is everything - White Dwarf Warhammer Fantasy Barn


›










   Another one of the gems from my treasure trove of lost White Dwarfs. This was one of the first modelling workshops that I can recall bein...









3 comments:
  








Saturday 10 November 2012





Terrain is everything - Hail the Omnissiah a new STC is found!


›










 Techno-archaeologist Avro Vulcan continues his research in the Ferron Proxima badlands. It has been months since he revealed a newly discov...









8 comments:
  








Sunday 15 July 2012





+++ Data Blurt - The Free Radical Collective bring Protection to the People! +++


›










+++ The Free Radical Collective continue to bring about Progress for Progress! We bring protection and safety to the people of Ferron Proxim...









2 comments:
  








Monday 14 May 2012





Terrain is everything - Dawn of War Plasma Generator part 10


›










 I've glued it together. I bit the bullet and just did it as I've so much on my plate at the moment I just want to feel like somethi...









3 comments:
  








Saturday 12 May 2012





+++ Data Blurt - The Free Radical Collective bring Power to the People! +++


›










     +++ The Free Radical Collective have succeeded where others have failed! We bring the power to the people of Ferron Proxima! No more do...
















Friday 2 March 2012





Old stuff day 2012


›










 It's old stuff day 2012. Last year  warhammer39999  wanted to join a movement to rediscover lost gems from the world of hobby blogs. To...
















Tuesday 28 February 2012





Terrain is everything - Hail the Omnissiah a new STC is found!


›










Techno-archaeologist Avro Vulcan continues to catalogue the many man-made hills that dot the Ferron Proxima badlands. It has been months sin...









3 comments:
  








Friday 10 February 2012





Terrain is everything - Dawn of War Plasma Generator part 9.


›










Right, so here's where I'm currently at! The black chevrons are in place and a bit of orange rust effect has been applied in certain...









2 comments:
  








Friday 3 February 2012





Terrain is everything - Dawn of War Plasma Generator part 8


›










This isn't really an update more of a tease. constantly reinserting the plasma tubes was getting annoying for pics and I kind of wanted ...









1 comment:
  








Sunday 8 January 2012





Terrain is everything - modular plug


›










Here's a quick update on something of nothing. Originally my modular plug and socket was developed for the Vent Tower,  allowing me to s...









2 comments:
  








Saturday 24 December 2011





Terrain is everything - "Can you tell what it is yet?"


›










As Shakin' Stevens  once said "Merry Christmas everyone", I always wonder if folk in other countries  get to listen to some of...









5 comments:
  








Sunday 23 October 2011





Terrain is everything - Hail the Omnissiah another ruined STC is found!


›










  Caffeine shops, plazas and markets are a massive part of Ferron life, including Ferron Proxima, Ferron Ultima and Ferron Minima. The massi...
















Saturday 1 October 2011





Terrain is everything - Hail the Omnissiah an old STC is found!


›










 Further discoveries on Ferron Proxima have revealed another STC. Originally construction of  Hex Tower 2  were halted by the AdMech Servito...
















Monday 5 September 2011





A weekend of progress [with a 'Terrain is everything' thrown in for free]


›










Following on from my feeling of lethargy on Wednesday  I feel like I've started to break free from that 'swamp'. Admittedly the ...









2 comments:
  








Sunday 28 August 2011





To Do List 2011/12


›










   I really should get a list of things to do so I know just the scale of the projects still ongoing, so here goes:   AoBR Tactical Squad  A...









1 comment:
  








Sunday 14 August 2011





Terrain is everything - a solution to an age old problem part 4


›










Apologies once again about the 'washed out' nature of these pics. I'm trying to find a quick solution to editing my phone pics, ...
















Friday 12 August 2011





Terrain is everything - Hail the Omnissiah a new STC is found!


›










 The Techno-archaeologist Avro Vulcan has unearthed a new and complete Standard Template Construct. Standard Template Construct (STC) system...









1 comment:
  








Wednesday 10 August 2011





Terrain is everything - a solution to an age old problem part 3


›










Hey folks, here's a little update on my man-made hill. This is mainly fixing on all the details, the mounting card edges, Granny Grating...
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